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Work Samples

Introduction
I’m Tony Brown. A principal-level User Experience 
designer with 20 years of experience in the design 
services field, nine specific to user experience.

This presentation is an overview of some projects I have 
crafted experiences for my clients. It will give you an 
idea of my capabilities, thought processes, and approach 
to user experience.



Project One



SaaS Product

IoT Platform
My client was launching a new  IoT 
platform and needed to develop a web 
app and a process for their customers 
to plan, procure, use and manage their 
IoT system and the data it produces. 



UX Task

Service Design I mapped out the touch points, people and 
processes necessary to deliver and support 
the usage of platform.



UX Task

Personas Identified and mapped user roles by 
industry and titles within that industry. 
Built personas based on that research. 



UX Task

Process Experiments Ran several experiments to reduce 
onboarding time and pain points to be 
more cost effective.



UX Task

User Testing Tested a prototype of the MVP for ease of 
use, organization of content and ability to 
respond to problems within their system.



Project Three



eCommerce

Indoor Park
My client was looking to grow in their market 
beyond what they were currently known for. To help 
facilitate this growth they were developing an 
expanded product offering.  To support these new 
offerings, they decided to allow purchasing online.  
They needed an eCommerce site and administrative 
system to manage parks and products.



UX Tasks

Service Blueprint
I facilitated mapping sessions between 
marketing, operations, and IT to determine 
how to accommodate the user's needs at 
each stage of the buying process.



UX Tasks

Personas Built personas based on current customers, 
market research, and current site analytics.



UX Tasks

User Flows Mapped detail task flows and decision 
points for each user of the system.



UX Design

Visual Design Visual design based on establish branding. 

PRODUCTS

MEMBERSHIPS PRODUCTS ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT

GO TO CART

0 +-

 $6.99
Taxes & transaction fee not included

per month

includes deluxe package features 
plus bumper cars. 30% off 
merchandise in-store, $1 unlimited 
soft drinks and priority access to 
park

Compare

GO TO CART

0 +-

Enlight
enmen
t Is Not 
Just 
One 
State

Philosophy As A Science

per month

includes deluxe package features 
plus bumper cars. 30% off 
merchandise in-store, $1 unlimited 
soft drinks and priority access to 
park

Compare

GO TO CART

0 +-

Words 
To Live 
By
Comment On The Importance Of 
Human Life

per month

includes deluxe package features 
plus bumper cars. 30% off 
merchandise in-store, $1 unlimited 
soft drinks and priority access to 
park

Compare

GO TO CART

0 +-

Words 
To Live 
By
Always Look On The Bright Side Of 
Life

per month

includes deluxe package features 
plus bumper cars. 30% off 
merchandise in-store, $1 unlimited 
soft drinks and priority access to 
park

Compare

GO TO CART

0 +-

$11.99
Taxes & transaction fee not included

per month

includes deluxe package features 
plus bumper cars. 30% off 
merchandise in-store, $1 unlimited 
soft drinks and priority access to 
park

Compare

GO TO CART

0 +-

$17.99
Taxes & transaction fee not included

per month

includes deluxe package features 
plus bumper cars. 30% off 
merchandise in-store, $1 unlimited 
soft drinks and priority access to 
park

Compare

GO TO CART

0 +-

$24.99
Taxes & transaction fee not included

per month

includes deluxe package features 
plus bumper cars. 30% off 
merchandise in-store, $1 unlimited 
soft drinks and priority access to 
park

Compare

Already have an account? log in

FAQ     TERMS OF SERVICE     PRIVACY POLICY     MEMBERSHIP TERMS    CONTACT US 



UX Tasks

User Testing Tested the MVP with user. recorded screen 
actions and audio.



UX Tasks

User Observation
Post launch I observed the buying process 
at several locations. Also, got feedback 
about the buying process directly from 
customers after purchase. Finally, 
constructed an affinity map on results



UX Tasks

Empathy Mapping Created empathy maps based on 
observations and direct customer feedback. 
Also, identified new personas.



Project Four



UX Evaluation

Non-Profit
My client had a less than desirable 
launch of their new site. They wanted 
an UX evaluation to pinpoint why their 
site was underperforming. 



UX Tasks

Task flows I created task flows detailing the process of 
getting visitors to donate.



UX Tasks

Scenarios I wrote scenarios to help frame the problem 
we were solving for. 



UX Tasks

Card Sorting
Conducted card sorting sessions to help us 
understand how people would like to 
consume the information versus how it 
was presented. 



UX Tasks

User Testing We field tested the site with the target 
demographic.



UX Tasks

Empathy Mapping Created empathy maps based on 
interviews.



UX Tasks

Affinity Mapping Synthesized the information into categories 
the business could address. 



UX Tasks

Journey Mapping Created a journey map of user concerns, 
decisions and opportunities to address 
them.



UX Tasks

Recommendations At the end I suggested a list of changes 
based on my findings. 



Project Five



Proof of Concept

Tax Software
My clients software is a robust system used for 
property tax administration. All aspects of a 
taxpayer and their tax liabilities are managed 
within the application. The system consisted of a 
suite of applications ranging from payments to 
appraisals. 



UX Tasks

The Problem
During the busy seasons, lines grew along 
with patients and frustrations. We were 
building a proof of concept that would 
alleviate long lines and streamline the 
payment process.



UX Tasks

Workshops Conducted workshops to identify steps in 
the current and how the hypothesized 
process could potentially fit. 



UX Tasks

Empathy Mapping We then built an empathy map based on 
complaints express by office workers.



UX Tasks

Empathy Mapping Built a happy path for accepting tax 
payments with improved efficiency. 



UX Tasks

Prototype Built a clickable prototype to present to 
stakeholders for buy-in and budget. 



Project Six



UI & Interactive Design

Large Retail Brand
Created web based training for employees 
to on board or reference when help 
customers. This was a responsive design 
primarily used with tablets and 
smartphones. 



Project Seven



Web Application - Saas Solution

Port Manager
The goal here was to modernize this 
applications experience by organizing 
content, improve visualizations, 
establishing consistent UI patterns, giving 
users more control over the data and 
simplifying the color palette.



UX Task

White Labeling
This solution required an approach to 
customizing the UI to accommodate client 
branding while upholding the integrity of 
the intended design. Also, laid the 
foundation for a design system.


